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Moving Online? Take a Librarian

• University of Pittsburgh introduced the Hyflex model at 
all five campuses

• Librarians working from home

• Majority of our Greensburg campus students 
preferred learning online

• How do we engage meaningfully with our students in 
the online environment?



Our Instruction Programs, Before

First-Year Instruction Sessions
• Two sessions with activities covering keyword and topic 

development, database and catalog searches, citation 
creation, ways to get research help

Composition 2
• Group activity, source evaluation, database searching



First Year 
Group Work



Composition 2 
Group Work



2020: Pandemic, New Library 
Website, New Course System

Because 2020, not only did we have to quickly pivot to 
working online:
• University-wide switch to Canvas from Blackboard

• Library system implemented a new online catalog

• All Pitt library websites redesigned

This happened in June-July in the midst of 
faculty planning for the August start of fall semester



Flipped Tutorials – What and Why

• Decision to continue Hyflex in Fall 2020 left us with little 
time to adjust our group work to the online setting

• To keep things simple for everyone during this hectic 
time, we scheduled one session with first-year 
seminars instead of two

• Flipped tutorials were offered asynchronously, allowing us to 
cover all of our normal information literacy instruction in one 
Zoom session



Flipped Tutorials – What and Why

• Flipped tutorials are learning modules created to 
be done by the students before the library 
instruction session

• Citation Exercise and Keyword Exercise – First Year
• LibGuide Review Exercise – Composition 2
• Videos on searching databases and scheduling 

appointments with librarians



First Year
Flipped Tutorials



Composition 2
Module and Google Doc



Moving Forward

• Keep flipped tutorials for First Year
• Allow us more time for information literacy instruction
• "I really like that there are pre-class activities."

• Keep Google Doc for Composition 2
• Less paper and better readability for discussion

• Keep LibGuide exercise
• The feedback from students has been informative. We update the 

guide frequently, and the students seem more aware of what LibGuides
are and how they can help



Ask Your Colleagues About

• LibGuides integration into Bb or Canvas
• Default page if no specific guide (IT Department)
• General research guide/library guide for classes that don't have guides

• Canvas modules
• TA or designer in courses or share module

• Promoting appointments with librarians
• LibCal now has Zoom integration
• Google, Microsoft alternatives
• Zoom office hours



Questions?

Renee Kiner
reneekiner@pitt.edu

Kelly Safin
kelly.safin@pitt.edu
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